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الخالصة
 ىيَذشك ٗتقييوٚيقذً ٕزا اىبذث ٍقتشح جذيذ العادة تشنيو ٍذشك اىَعاٗقٔ االّتقاىئ ٗرىل ىتذسيِ ٍ٘جت اىعزً اىني
 ٗاىَْ٘رج اىَقتشح اىجذيذ ٍِ خالهٙ ٗىٖزا اىغشض ي٘ضخ اىبذث اىفشق بيِ اىَذشك اىتقييذ،ً ٍ٘جت اىعزٚاىتزبزب اىَْتج عي
Finite Element  ٗبشّاٍجMATLAB  داىت اىسنُ٘ ٗاىذيْاٍينيت باستخذاً بشّاٍجٚدساست االداء ىنو ٍَْٖا ف
 اىَْذْياث اىَغْاطيسيت ىيَذشك عْذ قيٌ تياساث ٍختيفت ٍعٚ تٌ استخذأٍ ىيذص٘ه عيFEA  بشّاٍج.Analysis (FEA)
ً ٍِٗ خاله اىَْذْياث اىَغْاطيسئ تٌ عَو بشّاٍج ٍذامآ ىيَذشك باستخذا.تغيش ٗضع اىعض٘ اىذٗاس
. ٍٗقاسّت اىْتائج اىْظشيت باىَعَييت، اداء اىَذشكٚ تٌ دساست تغيش شنو االقطاب عي.MATLAB/Simulink Package

Abstract
This paper presents a proposed structure model for a 6/4 switched reluctance motor (SRM) in order to
improve the average torque production with ripple minimization. Therefore, it describes the differences
between the standard 6/4 pole SRM and the proposed one in static and dynamic characteristics using Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) and Matlab/Simulink package. FEA is used to obtain the nonlinear magnetization
characteristics of the SRM to be used in Matlab Simulation model. The effects of different poles construction
on the SRM performance are investigated. Validation of the computational methods is carried out by
comparing the calculated static characteristics with the ones measured experimentally on 6/4 SRM prototype.
The obtained results illustrate minimized torque ripples and better performance for the proposed SRM. A
drive system for the SRM is implemented and a series of results are illustrated and discussed.

Index Terms
Pole shape, SRM, Torque Ripple, FEM, ANN, Matlab.

I. Introduction
The SRM has a prime feature of simple
construction. It does not have permanent
magnets (PMs), brushes and commutators.
The stator consists of salient poles of steel
laminations. With no rotor windings, the rotor
is a piece of steel (laminations) that is shaped
to form salient poles making it well-suited for
high speed operation [1]-[3]. The SRM
promises a reliable and low-cost variablespeed drive. It will certainly take place of
many drives in the short future [4].
One of the SRM’s major problems is the
torque ripple which causes increased
undesirable acoustic noise and possibly speed
oscillations. It is not necessary to determine
Received: 31 March, 2015 – Accepted: 3 August, 2015

the torque ripple and acoustic noise for the
system in all cases, but it depends on the
application [5]. There are mainly two methods
for reducing the torque ripple. One method is
improving the magnetic design of the SRM,
while the other method is to use complicated
electronic control techniques [6].
The electronic approach is based on
optimizing the control parameters, which
include the supply voltage, turn-on and turnoff angles, and current level. Torque ripple
reduction through electronic control may lead
to a reduced average torque, since the motor
capabilities are not being fully utilized at all
power levels [5].
For decades, there has been much research
directed toward the reduction of this
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undesirable torque ripple. For instance
frequently, the stator and rotor pole arcs have
been optimized as design parameters [1], [7],
[8]. Another research group has tried to
control both the switching on and off angles
and the driving currents by using dynamic
finite element analysis [9]. Several attempts
have been made to optimize the geometric
shapes of the stator and rotor pole by slanting
the stator pole face [10], by using the relative
eccentricity of the stator and rotor poles with a
non-uniform air-gap [11], and by using rotor
poles having notches [12].
The optimization of control method and
design of motor geometry must be performed
simultaneously [11], bearing in mind that
actions leading to reduction of torque ripple
can be at the expense of some output
characteristics of the SRM, e.g. efficiency.
The main idea for the reduction of the
torque ripple comes from the fact that the
torque and current profiles are only a function
of the inductance pattern if the exciting
voltage and the switching on and off times for
each phase are fixed [11]. changing the air-gap
profile between the stator and rotor poles
controls inductance pattern. Or changing the
rotor and stator pole shapes to control the
linkage flux and hence the inductance pattern.
Having observed this possibility of control,
this paper optimizes the stator pole face and
the pole shoe attached to the lateral face of
rotor pole. This optimization increases the
average torque with significant reduction of
ripples without changing the pole arcs and
switching on and off times. The two
dimensional 2D-FEM is used to obtain the
optimal shape of the proposed model.
This paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents the SRM nonlinear
mathematical model; Section III describes the
SRM configurations and magnetic circuit
geometry; However the optimum dimensions
are calculated in Section IV; Section V shows
the static characteristics obtained from FEA;
Section VI describes the simulated dynamic
characteristics using matlab/Simulink; Section
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VII presents an estimation of core losses;
Section VIII describes the experimental
validation; and Section IX gives the
conclusions drawn from this research.

II. Mathematical Model
The mathematical model that predicts
the dynamic and steady state characteristics of
the SRMs is described by the following set of
equations. The symbols ,
,
, ,
,
, , , , ,
,
and are the voltage,
flux linkage, resistance, current, phase torque,
electromagnetic torque, rotor position angle,
speed, moment of inertia, friction coefficient
load torque, magnetic field co-energy and
number of motor phases respectively [2], [5].
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
∑

(5)

(6)
The mutual inductance among phase
windings can be neglected to simplify (2) to
(3) [13]. The torque ripple, average torque and
efficiency values are calculated as:
(7)
∫

(8)
(9)

Where,
,
,
,
,
and
are the maximum and minimum
values of instantaneous torque, average
electromagnetic torque, average speed,
average supply current and average voltage
respectively.
Torque dip is a measure of the torque
ripple. It is the difference between the peak
torque of a phase and the torque at an angle
where two overlapping phases produce equal
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torque at equal current levels. This is due to
the deficiency of the incoming phase in
supplying the necessary torque in those rotor
positions [5].

III. SRM Configurations
The basic dimensions of the Standard 6/4
SRM is given in Table I. The standard SRM
magnetic circuit structure and main geometry
configurations are shown in Fig. 1( a), while
the proposed one is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The
proposed SRM has two foots one is attached to
the stator pole and the other to the rotor pole.
The stator foot has two different dimensional
parameters which are the stator foot angle
and the stator foot height
. On the
other hand, the rotor foot has another two
different dimensional parameters which are
the rotor foot angle
and the rotor foot
height
as shown in Fig.1 (b). These
dimensional parameters are needed to be
optimized seeking for optimal operation of the
proposed SRM. The optimization that includes
improving the average torque with reducing
torque ripple is presented in the following
section.

IV. Optimum Dimensions
Calculation
The optimum dimensions of the
proposed model are calculated using 2D-FEM
throughout an optimization technique which is
illustrated as a flowchart in Fig. 2. The
technique depends on changing the
dimensions which under optimization in steps
and choosing the optimum value associated
with higher torque production and minimum
ripples.
With an initial value for
,
the change of
affects the average torque
and ripples. It can be noted that the minimum
torque dip and the minimum static torque
ripples has been observed with
as
illustrated in Fig. 3.
According to the optimum value of
and with changing
, the

minimum torque dip is achieved at
as observed from Fig.4.
Adding a pole shoe to the rotor in
addition to the stator foot reduces the
minimum inductance region and increases the
flat torque region as discussed in section V.
The best choice taking into consideration
the actual shape of the current waveform and
the switch on and off times will be
over the rotor pole pitch of
as shown in
Fig. 5. This choice is the optimum value of
with
instead of
to
save the material volume and cost.

(a) Standard 6/4-pole SRM

(b) Proposed SRM
Fig. 1 SRM configurations
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V. Static Characteristics
Calculation
The flux linkage calculation of one
phase and static torque characteristics as a
function of rotor position ( ) and current ( ) is
mainly the first step to predict SRM
performance. These characteristics are
obtained using 2D-FEM for magneto-static
field analysis and stored in lookup tables
and
.
start
Read the machine dimensions
(constant dimensions)
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Angle
represents
unaligned
position and angle
describes aligned
position, the rotor positions
are defined by
mechanical degrees. At unaligned position,
the phase inductance has minimum value
because of the large air-gap as shown in Fig.
6. The flux linkage is linear behavior, and
magnetic saturation is unlikely to occur at this
position until a pair of stator and rotor poles
exhibits overlap. In the partial and fully
overlap regions, magnetic field density tends
to saturate tip and body of the poles at high
current levels making flux linkage a nonlinear
function of position and current.

Choose an initial value of hfs
βfs = βfs min

βfs = βfs+∆βfs

Do FEMM
Calculate Tav , Tdip and Tr

No
βfs ≥ βfs max

yes
Find the optimum value of βfs

Fig. 3 The effect of changing the stator foot angle.
hfs = hfs+∆hfs

Do FEMM
Calculate Tav , Tdip and Tr

No
hfs ≥ hfs max

yes
Find the optimum value of hfs
Choose the value of hfr
βfr = βfr min

βfr = βfr+∆βfr

Do FEMM
Calculate Tav , Tdip and Tr

Fig. 4 The effect of changing the stator foot height.

No
βfr ≥ βfr max

yes
Find the optimum value of βfr

Print out the optimum values of
βfs , hfs and βfr
end

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the optimization technique

Fig. 5 The effect of changing the rotor foot angle.
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The proposed SRM has greater magnetic
field co-energy as shown in Fig. 7 which
demonstrates more torque production [14].
Figures 8 and 9 show the flux linkage and
static torque characteristics for the standard
and proposed SRMs respectively.

state for each phase which are the switch on
and switch off
angles. The
voltage
is applied when
and the voltage is
when
.
The phase currents of the motor were limited
by chopping process [15].
The simulation is carried out to discuss
the performance of the standard and proposed
SRM with a current limiter, a conventional PI
speed controller and using ANN.

Fig. 6 The calculated inductance pattern using FEM.

The flux density distribution at 20o with 6 (A) for standard
SRM.

Fig. 7 The calculated magnetic field Co-energy using FEM.

The flux lines and the flux density
distribution at
with an exciting
current
are shown in Fig. 8(a) and
Fig.9(a). The pole shoe on rotor and that one
on stator have been saturated due to their small
cross section area offered against the rated
ampere turns.

a.

Static torque characteristics for standard SRM.

VI. Dynamic Characteristics
Calculation
Dynamic simulation is carried out based
on the mathematical model mentioned above
from (1) to (6). These equations are solved
simultaneously
using
software
Matlab/Simulink. Rotor position sensing unit
gives information about rotor position. The
electronic control block defines the switching

b. Flux linkage characteristics for standard SRM.
Fig. 8 the calculated static characteristics using FEMM for
the standard SRM.
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Operating conditions for the two SRMs
configurations are listed in the Table II and
Table III. The supply voltage varies between
positive and negative DC bus voltage (hard
switching).
is in the unaligned (minimum
inductance) position and
is determined in
order to minimize torque ripple.

The flux density distribution at 20o with 6 (A) for
the proposed SRM.

a.

b.
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controller and the position sensing unit as
shown in Fig. 10. The simulation of one phase
of the SRM is carried out by solving (1) to
estimate the phase current. The SRMs
characteristics are calculated by 2D-FEM and
stored in lookup tables to be used in
simulation model as shown in Fig. 11. The
position sensing unit feeds the controller with
the correct position for each phase. According
to the phase position, the controller determines
the firing angles for this phase.
A. Simulation results with current limiter
only
The SRM’s torque-speed characteristics
are classified as series characteristics where
the speed is decreased rapidly with the
increased load torque as illustrated in Fig. 12.
For the same switch on and switch off angles,
the proposed SRM has higher speed till nearly
its rated speed of about 850 (rpm). For speeds
above the rated speed, the standard SRM will
have the higher speeds because of the
increased current at the start of the increasing
inductance zone which in turn increases the
produced torque. To allow
the proposed
SRM to operate with high speeds, it is
essential to change the switch on and off
angles to adapt to its new inductance pattern.

Static torque characteristics for the proposed
SRM.

c.

Flux linkage characteristics for the proposed
SRM.
Fig. 9 the calculated static characteristics using FEMM for
the proposed SRM model.

The matlab/Simulink model consists of
three parts, the motor dynamic modeling, the

Fig. 10 Overview of the SRM model in matlab/Simulink
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Fig. 11 Simulation of one phase of the SRM.

The SRM must be turned on early in the
minimum inductance region to increase
current in smaller time in order to allow the
motor to produce greater torque. On the other
hand, the switch off angle should be delayed
as can as possible to increase the conduction
period and gives more torque production. The
switch off angle should be optimized to
prevent the production of negative torque and
also to avoid the flux commulation from two
phases which may lead to more saturation and
more temperature rise. The effect of changing
the switch off angle on torque ripple,
efficiency and output mechanical power is
shown in Fig. 13. The optimum switch off
angle is seen to be 38o.
The total electromagnetic torque
produced by the standard and modified SRMs
is shown in Fig. 14, it is clear that the
proposed SRM has reduced torque ripples and
higher speed with minimum speed oscillations.
The higher speed reflects the greater output
mechanical power and the improved efficiency
for the proposed SRM.

Fig. 13 The effect of changing the turn off angle with only
current limiter.

B. Simulation results with PI speed
controller
The performance of the SRM with a PI
speed controller is different from its
performance with only current limiter. The
actual speed of the motor is compared with its
reference value to calculate the speed
difference or the error signal. This error is
processed by a PI controller to determine the
reference current of the motor as shown in Fig.
10. The output reference current from the PI
controller has a limited value which not
allowed to be exceeded.
The total electromagnetic torque
produced by the standard and proposed SRM
is illustrated in Fig. 15. It can be noticed that
the torque ripples for the proposed SRM are
significantly reduced. The speed oscillations
are also decreased because it depends on the
produced torque ripple and rotor inertia.
The effect of changing the switch off
angle on torque ripples and efficiency is
shown in Fig. 16. The minimum torque ripple
is associated with
38o.

Fig. 12 Torque-speed characteristics of the SRMS.

Fig. 14 Simulation results with current limiter and
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Fig.15 the electromagnetic torque and the speed ripple.

Fig.17 simulation block diagram using ANN.

Fig.16 the effect of changing the turn off angle with speed
controller.

C. Commutation angles control using ANN

Artificial neural network (ANN) is
trained for online control of the switching
angle [16]. The input of ANN is the torque and
speed, where the switch-on and off angles are
the output with constant conduction angle of
33o as shown in matlab simulation block
diagram in Fig.17.The network uses the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for training.
Fig.18 shows the ANN training performance
which is a plot of training error, validation
error and test error. It shows that final means
square error is small. The switching angles
depend on both the speed and the torque (or
current). Fig.19 illustrates the online control of
the switch-on and off angles with the change
in speed and load torque.

Fig.18 ANN training Performance

At low speed the current has enough
time to increase after switching on so the
switch on angle can be delayed. On the other
hand with high speed the switch on angle must
be early enough to allow the current to
increase during minimum inductance region.
The value of the phase current depends on the
load torque. At heavy loads (greater current),
the switch on angle should be earlier than its
value for light loads at the same speed.
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VIII.

Experimental Verification

The inductance of the machine winding is
measured using an alternating current
,
while the phase resistance is premeasured by a
DC supply [19]. The comparison between
measured and calculated inductance pattern is
shown in Fig.20.

Fig.19 switching angles control with changing of load
torque and speed

VII. Estimation of Core Losses
The calculation of SRM iron losses is
complex because the flux waveforms are
nonsinusoidal, different parts of the magnetic
circuit have different waveforms and these
waveforms are conditioned by the type of
control used [17]. The specific core losses
(W/kg) are separated into two parts (hysteresis
losses and eddy current losses).
The core losses are calculated using the
waveforms and time derivatives of the local
flux density using (10) for each part of the
machine (stator pole, stator yoke , rotor pole
and rotor yoke). FEM is used to get the
accurate flux density waveforms in each part
in the SRMs over one cycle.
( )
∑

Fig. 20 Calculated and measured inductance.

(10)

Fig. 21 The benchmark layout.

(11)

The differences between the calculated
and measured characteristics come from the
deep saturation of the SRM, the incomplete
material setting, error in measuring devices
and the inaccurate measure of the dimensions
[20].
An experimental setup has been
implemented to drive the SRM in order to
verify and study its performance. The
benchmark layout is shown in Fig. 21. An
experimental tests have been carried out as
following:

Where
is the frequency.
is the
maximum flux density. , , and are the
Steinmetz parameters from reference [18] for
M-19 steel.
is the amplitude of the ith
minor loop and is a half number of minor
loops over one period of the flux density
waveform.
The estimated core losses (W) for the
standard and modified SRMs are 32.33/33.62
respectively with frequency equal to 50 (Hz)
related to the motor speed.
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1. A balanced motor operation.
2. Unbalanced motor operation; with phase
A disconnected.
3. Unbalanced motor operation; with phase
C reversed.
Figure 22 to Fig.24 illustrates the speed
of the motor in each case. The current in each
phase of the motor and the line supply current
are shown in Fig.25 to Fig.27. Fig.28 to Fig.30
show the steady-state voltages that are applied
on each phase of the motor through the IGBT
converter, and also the supply voltage
waveform. It is very clear that the supply is

Fig. 22 motor speed in balanced
operation.

too weak according to its voltage variation. It
is necessary to connect a capacitor in parallel
with the supply to enforce its voltage and
regenerate the power again. The induced
voltages on the search coils (installed on the
motor poles) are shown in Fig.31 to Fig.33,
while the flux linkage waveforms are
illustrated in Fig.34 to Fig.36. The shifted flux
waveforms come from the RC gain of the
integrator circuit. The flux waveforms are in
triangles shape.

Fig. 23 motor speed in Unbalanced
operation; with phase A disconnected.

Fig. 24 motor speed in Unbalanced
operation; with phase C reversed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 25 motor current in balanced
operation.
(a) Phase A current,
(b) Phase B current,
(c) Phase C current,
(d) Supply current.

Fig. 26 motor current in Unbalanced
operation; with phase A disconnected.
(a) Phase A current,
(b) Phase B current,
(c) Phase C current,
(d) Supply current.

Fig. 27 motor current in Unbalanced
operation; with phase C reversed.
(a) Phase A current,
(b) Phase B current,
(c) Phase C current,
(d) Supply current.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig.28 applied voltage in balanced
operation.
(a) Phase A voltage,
(b) Phase B voltage,
(c) Phase C voltage,
(d) Supply voltage.

Fig. 29 applied voltage in Unbalanced
operation; with phase A disconnected.
(a) Phase A voltage,
(b) Phase B voltage,
(c) Phase C voltage,
(d) Supply voltage.

Fig. 30 applied voltage in Unbalanced
operation; with phase C reversed.
(a) Phase A voltage,
(b) Phase B voltage,
(c) Phase C voltage,
(d) Supply voltage.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 31 induced voltage in balanced
operation
(a) Phase A induced voltage,
(b) Phase B induced voltage,
(c) Phase C induced voltage,

Fig. 32 induced voltage in Unbalanced
operation; with phase A disconnected.
(a) Phase A induced voltage,
(b) Phase B induced voltage,
(c) Phase C induced voltage,

Fig. 33 induced voltage in Unbalanced
operation; with phase C reversed.
(a) Phase A induced voltage,
(b) Phase B induced voltage,
(c) Phase C induced voltage,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 34 flux waveforms in balanced
operation.
(a) Phase A flux,
(b) Phase B flux,
(c) Phase C flux.

Fig. 35 flux waveforms in Unbalanced
operation; with phase A disconnected.
(a) Phase A flux,
(b) Phase B flux,
(c) Phase C flux.

The no-load speed of the motor in the
balanced (normal) operation is 3600 rpm. The
disconnection of one phase of the motor is a
commonly occurrence condition. After the
disconnection of phase A of the motor, the
produced torque is reduced and the speed is
decreased to be 3050 rpm. The motor current
of the remaining healthy phases increases to
regain the motor speed. The increased current
affects the flux to increase also.
The torque does not depend on the
current direction, but the direction of the
current affects the magnetic circuit structure of
the motor. In the third case, phase C of the
motor is connected in reversed polarity to
compose reversed magnetic poles. The speed
in this case is nearly the same, but the current
of the reversed phase is increased from the two
phases. The flux of phase C is seen to be
reversed shape triangles.

Fig. 36 flux waveforms in Unbalanced
operation; with phase C reversed.
(a) Phase A flux,
(b) Phase B flux,
(c) Phase C flux.

IX. Conclusions
The stator and rotor pole shapes have the
main effect on the SRM performance from
which, the torque ripple has been reduced. In
this paper, the influence of both the stator and
the rotor pole shoes for 6/4 SRM is
investigated. The static characteristics are
calculated by using 2D-FEM. The steady state
characteristics are calculated by described
machine’s model using matlab/Simulink. The
results illustrates that the addition of the stator
pole shoe produces greater torque with ripple
reduction, on the other hand, the addition of
rotor pole shoe controls the inductance pattern
and allows a significant reduction of the
torque ripple. The proposed model saves the
total laminated steel and copper materials
compared with the increased pole width, this
in turn reflects the low cost for industrial
applications. The modified SRM is more
efficient except for high speeds because it
requires the controller to be adapted to the new
inductance pattern by optimizing the turn-on
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and off times. The estimated core losses for
the proposed and standard SRMs are very
close to be compared. Implementation of the
SRM drive circuit is presented, and the
dynamic results are illustrated and discussed.
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Appendix
Table I: The Standard Machine Dimensions in [
Geometry parameter
Output power
[Kw]
Rated speed
Shaft radius

symbol

].
Value

[rpm]

Rotor outside radius
Stator outside radius
Stator yoke width
rotor yoke width
Air gap length
Height of stator pole
Height of rotor pole
Rotor pole arc angle [°]
stator pole arc angle [°]
Core length
Turns per phase
Phase resistance
[Ω]
Core material
Lamination fill factor

M19-steel

TABLE II: Operating Conditions With Only Current
Limiter.
Operating parameter
Supply Voltage [V]
Load torque [Nm]
Switch-on angle on [°]
Switch-off angle off [°]

SRM configuration
Standard
Proposed
240
240
11.5
11.5
0
0
Optimized to minimize torque ripple.

TABLE III: Operating conditions with speed controller.
Operating parameter
Supply Voltage [V]
Load torque [Nm]
Reference speed [rpm]
Switch-on angle on [°]
Switch-off angle off [°]

SRM configuration
Standard
proposed
240
240
10
10
750
750
0
0
Optimized to minimize torque ripple.

